MINUTES OF RETREAT OF THE
CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SANFORD
SANFORD, NORTH CAROLINA

The City Council met at the Dennis A. Wicker Civic Center, North Carolina, to hold its annual
retreat on Thursday, February 4, 202 1 at 9 A.M. The following people were present:
,

Mayor Chet Mann
Council Member Sam Gaskins
Council Member Rebecca Wyhof Salmon
Council Member Charles Taylor
City Manager Hal Hegwer
City Clerk Bonnie Davis

Mayor Pro Tern Byron Buckels
Council Member Jimmy Haire
Council Member Norman “Chas” Post, III
Council Member James Williams
City Attorney Susan Patterson
Deputy City Clerk Vicki Cannady

Financial Services Director Beth Kelly
Public Works Director Vic Czar
Community Development Director Marshall Downey
Management Analyst Holly Marosites

CALL TO ORDER
Mayor Mann called the meeting to order and welcomed everyone to the retreat, imploring everyone
to continue building a great community.
Financial Overview (Exhibit A)
financial Services Director Beth Kelly presented a financial overview of the City’s finances as
shown on the aaieA Exhibit A. She reviewed tax rates (currently $0.60 per $ 1 00 valuation); sanitation
/:
C 1
revenue sources; sales and ad valorem tax revenues (noting that the City’ s share
fees (currently
Sit Y
increased 34 percent over ten years while the County’s share increased 156 percent, afier the County
changed the sales tax distribution method in 2013); state shared revenue; and a summary. City Manager
Hegwer commented that legislators have alluded to potential changes in Powell Bill funding, moving from
a gasoline tax to a mileage-based system. She reviewed historic fund balance and adjusted fund balance,
including restrictions, capital purchases and re-appropriations.

Mrs. Kelly reviewed General Fund expenditures, annual debt service payments, and upcoming
challenges based on the 2020-2021 budget. She explained that she uses the 2020-2021 Fiscal Year (“FY”)
budget as a basis to project significant changes for the upcoming FY. Revenue is adjusted to include
additional sales tax revenue for the first six months ofthe FY and increased ad valorem revenue, but does
not include January receipts not yet received from the County; appropriations; sales tax growth for the last
six months; and ad valorem growth. Expenditures exclude capital funded through Operating Fund and
payments on the Central Carolina Enterprise Park Spec Building (“CCEP”), but the two percent COLA
approved in November was added (not included in the original budget), along with the estimated health
insurance premium increase. There was a decrease in large industry personal property value last year but
there has been an average increase of $ 1 20,000 to $250,000 annually in tax revenues for the last ten years.
The estimated shortage of $336,172 is lower than prior years and would be offset by an increase in ad
valorem taxes or other revenue, or a lower health insurance premium increase.
Mayor Mann stated that there are reports that the County Commissioners may reduce the county
tax rate by three cents. Mrs. Kelly explained that when she receives ad valorem-based estimates and levy
changes from the Tax Office, reports are submitted to the State and she receives the formula to estimate
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sales tax. If the County reduces their tax rate, it would increase our share; however, that may be negated
by Pfizer’s estimated $500 million expansion since it is located outside the City. Once this information is
received, she can prepare a more accurate estimate. She reminded everyone that properties inside the City
produce more revenue for the City as well as the County, while properties outside the City (unincorporated
areas of the County) produce more revenue for the County but actually reduce the City’s. Mayor Mann
reminded everyone the importance of the ad valorem levy system and how critical it is to our budget
planning. Mrs. Kelly also noted these estimates do not include any additional debt issuance.
Mrs. Kelly reviewed CIP (Capital Improvements Program) schedules received from staff and
known equipment needs (such as the knuckleboom). Since delaying these purchases will only put us
further behind, she recommended that we issue debt for some rolling stock. The estimated $675,000
expense for street resurfacing and related needs are funded through the vehicle tax. Some items included
with General Services can be funded through grants and operating expenses but are included, along with
City Hall and Service Center rehabilitation and enhancements. She also recommended borrowing funds
for those renovations and rolling stock before the end of the year, depending on sales tax receipts in the
next couple ofmonths, since continued delays will create funding issues later. She also suggested funding
pocket park surface replacement through debt proceeds in the next fiscal year, along with items at the
Central fire Station, air compressor, and design for a potential fourth fire station. Mrs. Kelly stressed that
this CIP is based on requests received from staff last week and is not final. Based on retreat discussions
and direction from Council, she and the City Manager will analyze and make recommendations on how
to move forward on the bonds, fire station and other projects, with a final CIP.
Mr. Hegwer explained that this presentation is to provide a baseline and the current estimated
shortage is much lower than last year. No tax increase is being recommended at this time but that will
depend on how Council wants to move forward.
Council Member Taylor stated that he recently researched issues regarding severed mining rights
and how it is affecting economic development and mortgage lending. The League ofMunicipalities, UNC
School of Government, and NC Realtors’ Association are also considering this issue, which could
potentially serve as an additional source of revenue or force people who aren’t exercising those rights to
transfer them back to landowners. Council Member Gaskins agreed it could be a potential source of
revenue for municipalities and Mr. Hegwer commented it could affect many properties in Lee County,
potentially affecting economic development.
Mrs. Kelly reviewed information on the Municipal Service District and Enterprise Fund, including
the CIP schedule with departmental requests for the next five years, noting that the largest portion is for
water treatment expansion. She reminded Council that there are cost-sharing agreements with other local
governments and recommendations will be made as more information is received on the rate model and
consumption. She reviewed water plant expansion costs that will be impacted by participation levels and
noted that it illustrates a worst-case scenario. She reminded everyone that there have been discussions
about other revenue sources, such as system development fees, which would impact the rate model by
offsetting capital costs. She also noted that a 12 percent water and sewer rate increase was recommended
for FY 20-21 but only five percent was implemented, based on expansion estimates and participation from
the Town of Fuquay-Varina. With two other entities now interested, these numbers will likely decrease;
however, an increase will obviously be recommended again for the next fiscal year since revenue must be
in place for bond coverage requirements. While we haven’t been impacted substantially during the
COVID- 1 9 pandemic, some large commercial users shut down temporary during the early stages and we
have not seen substantial growth. Large water consumers who locate at CCEP will also have an impact
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and diversification helps reduce potential problems if one or more large users shut down, as has happened
in other areas during the pandemic.
Regarding greenway bonds, Mrs. Kelly provided a timeline overview. A tax increase was
discussed at last year’s retreat but the pandemic affected these plans. The project was approved in 2013
authorizing bond issuance within seven years (through September 1 0, 2020), but an extension was
approved by the Local Government Commission (“LGC”) to extend issuance for another three years,
through September 10, 2023 She reviewed estimated annual debt payments which were not included in
the earlier shortage. The first-year annual debt service is estimated at $378,000 based on February 1 market
interest rates, with 0.75 percent added to cover any potential increase (they are now at historic lows). This
debt service is equivalent to roughly 1 .27 cents on tax rates, based on this year’ s rate but would decline
over the 20 year amortization, to about 69 cents in the last year. She noted that her estimate at last year’s
retreat was 1 .50 cents but declining interest rates reduced these estimates. There were also discussions
about adding 2 cents (rounded up from 1 .5 cents) for operational costs of additional greenways, but that
is not included in this estimated impact on the tax rate. Mr. Hegwer commented that the pandemic delayed
this project and there will be increased activity at our parks as it eases. The County is making
improvements at the Kiwanis Children’ s Park and the plan is to connect the greenway to that park, and
the DOT roundabout at Wicker and Carthage Streets will also come into play.
.

Mrs. Kelly reviewed revenue forecasts, noting that large portions of our General Fund revenue are
property tax and state shared revenues, including sales tax. She typically receives property tax revenue
valuation estimates and a detailed memo on projections for the final months ofthe current fiscal year from
the Lee County Tax Collector, along with sales tax and state shared revenues by the end of March. Her
goal is to have revenue estimates for the General Fund completed by April 15, by which time she and the
Manager have communicated with departments about expenditures before revenue estimates are finalized.
Mr. Hegwer explained that we have not received any revenue yet from Chatham County under the
interlocal agreement but there is substantial interest in the area covered in the agreement. After revenue
information is received, adjustments will be made for expenditures and Mrs. Kelly will present this
information to Council at a workshop. She explained that Utility Fund revenue estimates are driven by
our rate model (updated monthly by staff) and the CIP schedule is finalized in March based on retreat
discussions and department feedback. The rate model is then reviewed by Raftelis, our third-party
consultant, prior to finalizing estimates and revenue estimates are scheduled for completion by April 15.
Mr. Hegwer stated that the process will be less speculative as additional information is received and one
of the largest unknowns is personal property tax information, which was disappointing last year: many
companies made changes and unfortunately, most were in the City.
UDO Impacts (Exhibit B)
Community Development Director Marshall Downey reviewed the attached Exhibit B and
reminded everyone that the consultant who worked UDO updates appeared at Council’s joint meeting
with the Planning Board, when he presented information on changes being considered. Mr. Downey
reviewed highlights, including policy issues that Council will consider in changing the dynamics of
density, how we attract development, budget impacts, and how to diversity our housing stock while
protecting our community. The issues noted most frequently by developers are consistency in rules,
expectations and review, and avoiding legislative (“public”) hearings when possible, so having a process
will be quite helpful.
Updates include a wholesale replacement of all six current “R” districts into three new general use
districts: SfR-2, SFR-3, and RDT (Residential Downtown Transition). SFR-2 would be very similar to
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R-20, but with a 17,450 square foot lot that would yield the intended two units per acre, including streets
and related items. $FR-3 would replace three current districts, R-14, R- 1 2 and R-lO, with 1 1 ,000 square
foot lots yielding three units per acre. RDT would be 5,000 square foot lots opposed to R-6 lots of 6,000
square foot. Mr. Downey reviewed the map on page 5 of Exhibit B and explained that properties shown
in red are larger than 1 0 acres, have “R” zoning designations, and are currently undeveloped or have very
low density development (one or two houses). These properties total more than 5,73 1 acres and would
likely be very attractive to a developer. Properties shown in blue are also larger than ten acres, are zoned
R-20, and are undeveloped or have very low density development; they total 4,060 acres. He noted that
R-20 zoning currently accounts for 71 percent of our larger developable tracts.
Mayor Mann suggested this is a defining moment in our history and we can send a message that
this is where we want to grow and how we want to do it. Mr. Downey stated that after the workshop with
the development community, several agreed this is the right direction but others think that 1 1 ,000 square
foot lots are not small enough and there is a need for an SRF-4 category with lots closer to 8,000 square
feet. The steering committee considered that option but staff is not recommending it because “by right”
general use districts provide no control over standards and may not allow for good quality development
and neighborhoods. They shouldn’t be precluded in our “by right” categories, but we should have tools to
ensure we get the type of projects we want and ensure our ability to control what is done. Staff is
developing an option where TND comes into play as a type of middle ground, to essentially replace our
conditional zoning process. Conditional zoning has been successful but does not ensure certainty in the
process since each project essentially stands on its own merits, with no consistent expectations for staff or
developer. The goal of the TND category is to meet Council’s goal to have a higher bar than what we
might have in a general use district. SFR-2 and SFR-3 will also have standards, but when going to higher
density products, there must be a different designation. The key difference between the current conditional
zoning process and this new TND would be a defined set of standards in our ordinances for staff to
administer and ensure that every developer is treated similarly. There would be similar products but all of
them would meet quality and amenity standards and the burden would be shifted from a Council-related
legislative process to more staff-level review.
Mr. Downey explained that in areas that are upzoned, developers will meet and work directly with
staff rather than presenting rezoning requests for Council approval. The model will be for Council to
continue reviewing plats, dictate design and street connections, but zoning and density issues will be off
the table. TND would be used with developers who want very dense (lots less than 0.25 acre)
neighborhoods, and staff would work with them on details to ensure proper amenities are provided and
that they meet Council’s expectations. SFR-2 and SFR-3 neighborhoods would be “by right” districts.
Developers would work with staff and no legislative hearing would be required; however, TND would
still require a legislative hearing and Council approval. The goal is to avoid involving Council with details
and technical aspects that would be included in the ordinance and compliance handled by staff. The only
decision by Council would be whether or not a community is appropriate for the area. TND neighborhoods
would be subdivisions with more than 30 lots, more similar in size to Galvin’s Ridge or Laurel Oaks.
SFR-2 and SFR-3 categories are designed to be easily defined without exceptions, with certain minimal
thresholds (lot sizes, etc.) required. If Council is comfortable allowing much of the area shown in blue
and red on the map to be SFR-2 or SFR-3, it would, by default, essentially eliminate the legislative process
by creating public policy that these areas are where we want to allow growth at higher density levels than
we have in the past. The goal is to establish policy rather than having case-by-case reviews for legislative
action, and that is the decision before Council.
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Mayor Mann agreed that most builders will see a clearly defined map as a playbook, without
having to negotiate on quality since it is already included in the standards. He expressed support for this
sorely needed policy, suggested that we will need more housing with more jobs coming, and builders
cannot achieve their required return on investment in typical R-20 models without these updates. Mr.
Downey agreed that projects currently being presented have lots in the 8,000 to 1 1 ,000 square foot lot
range. Mayor Pro Tern Buckels suggested that many ofthese issues are driven by supply and demand, and
questioned whether a public hearing will be held for input on which areas should be preserved for larger
lots and homes in the future. With increasing jobs, there will be demand for various qualities of homes,
neighborhoods, and densities. Mr. Downey confirmed there is a process, with which Council will soon be
involved, to determine various R-districts, and the process will be advertised. Basic standards will be
included in every category and higher standards will be included in the TND. Council Member Post agreed
that when, and if, these updates are made, citizens must be provided an opportunity for input. Council
Member Salmon agreed with the importance of ensuring the public has an opportunity to provide
feedback, ensure it is well-understood, and for Council to articulate why it will be a better process. Mayor
Mann commented that some citizens want greenways, parks, and a sports complex without any changes
around them, but there must be a blueprint for growth and balance. Drawing higher-level retailers will
require some compromise on our neighborhoods. Mr. Buckels suggested that compatibility must also be
considered in these decisions. Council Member Taylor commented that compatibility issues will depend
on how things are defined and identified. He was glad that this information was presented first to the
development community: there was productive dialogue and feedback, and the same must be done for the
public, even though Covid protocol will affect the forum. Council Member Post expressed support for
smart growth but noted that if the rules are being changed, due process must be provided to the public
with an opportunity to be heard. Mr. Taylor commented that the steering committee also wanted to ensure
adequate public notice was provided.
Mr. Downey explained that TND is an effort to provide a consistent set of specifications and rules
for all developers rather than conditional zoning, where standards and expectations are not clearly defined.
The TND would give Council, as legislative decision makers, the opportunity to decide whether a project
should move forward while providing developers a set of consistent rules. These standards would be
established through ordinance, not negotiated as with current conditional zoning. If plans comply with
ordinance requirements, the only decision for Council is whether a project is compatible or is in the
appropriate area, not on design elements. There would also be a standard buffer. Creating a higher bar
with standards in place would assure Council that when a TND project is presented, details have already
been reviewed against those in the ordinance. Mayor Pro Tern Buckels commented that it may be difficult
to be consistent with some elements, such as buffer zones. Mr. Downey acknowledged Mr. Buckels’ point
and agreed that the TND would address this concern, particularly when development is occurring adjacent
to an existing neighborhood.
Mr. Downey reviewed descriptions, benefits and fiscal impacts of specific changes in proposed
policy shifts as shown on page 9 of Exhibit B, for SFR-2 and SFR-3 lot square footage and width,
reminding Council that this will allow for more compact design and provide developers a higher return
per lot. He noted these changes in lot size and width would have no substantial impact on the budget and
would generate more revenue (with more lots and residents per street block), but that would be offset by
increased costs of providing service to those residents. These costs will accumulate since each project
will have an incremental cost, primarily to the Public Works Department.

Mr. Downy stated that from a good planning standpoint, we will definitely continue “stub” streets
for future connections. Language will be included in the updates allowing staff to provide for greater
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connectivity to efficiently provide life safety services and encourage walkability. Staff is often frustrated
that language in the current UDO is not very clear on these expectations. There would be no increased
cost since it is already incurred in our existing process but if we go to a higher-density model, there will
likely be more street stubs for which the City would ultimately be responsible. He reminded everyone that
sidewalks, curb and gutter are not currently required on properties zoned R-20 but are required on one
side for properties zoned less than R-20 (20,000 square foot lots); however, we have asked developers on
many recent conditional zoning projects to provide them on both sides ofthe streets and they have agreed.
Updates will require curb and gutter and sidewalk on both sides ofthe street for all projects and they will
be installed at the developers’ expense but Mr. Downey pointed out that this requirement will double the
amount of sidewalk the City will have to maintain and that will be a recurring cost.
Mr. Downey reviewed proposed changes for street trees, street lights, open spaces, new rules for
tree preservation and site grades, as well as integration in the Public Works’ street specifications. There
are no current requirements for street trees but all new streets in standards districts would have them at
80-foot on-center. TND requirements would depend on density and location but there would be flexibility,
depending on design and aesthetics. These expenses would be at developers’ cost and maintained by
homeowners’ associations but ifthat fails, the City may ultimately be responsible. Individual homeowners
may prune trees and retrieve limbs but when trees die or are damaged, the City will likely be contacted
and that may become an additional burden to the Public Works department. New rules are proposed for
reasonable tree preservation to preserve mature trees and prevent clearcutting and we would require a
grading permit to allow staff to review the property before cutting (developers currently work with the
State on grading, not the City or County). Mr. Downey suggested an additional staff member will be
needed in the Planning Department with a background in landscape architecture (and perhaps engineering)
to be included on design team. Property owners could harvest trees before the property is sold but the
ordinance could require that trees be replanted.
Updates include revisions to our traditional street light design, with a requirement for 14-foot
finished type “A” black fiberglass poles at a maximum spacing of 1 80 feet to improve aesthetics. This
cost would be borne by developers but released to the City’s Public Works Department for maintenance
at an increased annual energy cost of approximately $2.5 1 per pole. New rules are being considered for
active and passive open space, with a proposal to include five percent for SFR-2, 7.5 percent for SFR-3,
ten percent for RDT (Rural Density Transfer), and 1 5% for TND. Definitions of “open space,” “passive,”
and “active,” along with the types of elements (particularly in TND), will also be more specific.
Mr. Downey explained that more responsibility will be shifted to staff in order to streamline the
process, achieve more certainty in the process for developers, and avoid unnecessary legislative approval,
while simultaneously trying to meet Council’s goal of achieving quality neighborhoods with the desired
aesthetics and elements. In doing so, there will be some increased cost over time as projects are completed.
He also confirmed that staff is working with the Public Works Department to ensure that these proposals
do not conflict with existing policies for streets, water and sewer. Council Member Taylor questioned
whether updates can include an easement prohibiting other utilities from locating atop our water or sewer
lines. Mr. Downey responded that it was not included with UDO updates but could be considered.
Population Growth, Land Use Tools, and Infrastructure Impacts (Exhibit C)
Public Works Director Victor Czar stated that everyone believes Sanford will grow and there are
discussions on how it will happen. Mayor Mann suggested that Council is responsible for helping shape
that growth. Mr. Czar explained that technology has helped create a system that may help make informed
decisions and staff has used this application on the gravity sewer system only but believes it can be
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extended to other systems (water, police and fire protection) if Council agrees. He stressed that this
presentation is focused strictly on gravity sewer service, which is inexpensive and reliable but the
wastewater treatment plant is not downhill from all service areas and pumping is required in those areas.
We should prepare for this anticipated growth and related costs and they should be seen as an investment
rather than an expense. He commented that Sanford has growth as a result of gravity and sewer
infrastructure provided by City leaders when the system was expanded beyond what was necessary and
that has been effective for almost 50 years. We have reaped the benefits, including economic development,
through this excess capacity but investments must now be made to plan for the future. No capital
improvement expenses have been included in the current budget for the Gaster’s Creek lift station and
there is time to determine how to plan for these expenses.
Eddie Staley (with WithersRavenel), explained that land use has typically followed the sewer
system but in the late 1960’s, decisions were made on locating the system and these decisions dictated
actions that can be taken now. Essentially, the backbone of development is driven by decisions made in
the 1 960s and this Council is responsible now when additional decisions are needed. He commented on
positive changes happening in Sanford, some as a result of investments in infrastructure and technology.
Access to sewer service can drive land use, but when the updated Land Use Plan is released with revised
density categories, it will directly impact sewer, water, and stormwater systems. We have done a great job
capturing a great deal of data and having infrastructure and systems in place to enable good decision
making, but the question is how to leverage that to provide information for leaders to make informed
decisions. Data was assembled, and by working closely with staff from Community Development, 015
and Public Works to remove development constraints (streams, buffers, wetlands, excessive slopes, flood
plain, etc.), the remaining net developable land was calculated. Once that is identified, land density is
known and can be plugged into the model. Mr. Czar noted that moving from two units per acre to three
represents a 50 percent increase in water and sewer service. Mr. Staley explained that the average daily
flow for a typical single-family residential unit or ERU (Equivalent Residential Unit) is about 220 gallons;
however, some industries could equal 1 00 ERUs. Once that information is identified, we can begin to look
at each of the individual sewer basins and downstream impacts in this model specifically on gravity lines
not on pump stations or the treatment plant and not accounting for wet weather flow (since rainwater
also flows into the sewer system). This model is very defined, making it easy to start this conversation
and it would be very simple to scale it up to include all those factors but this presentation will be hyper
focused on the gravity sewer system to illustrate those impacts.
—

—

Data was compiled using various toolsets (015, Microsoft Power BI, hydraulic modeling software)
to assemble a user-friendly interface for this project, the “Land Czar tool.” This work began about 20
years ago when the Rural Center contacted smaller municipalities to locate water and sewer lines and their
capacity and use as an economic development tool to drive some development that larger cities were
getting to smaller areas with capacity that people didn’t know existed. As various projects were done over
time, that data was also incorporated into this tool. Mr. Staley noted that he was a project manager for the
State when that project began and this data is now being used to track concentration of COVID-19 virus
shed into the wastewater to indicate spread before testing even begins.
Mr. Staley showed an example of the model with sanitary sewer and gravity sewer and explained
that the demands in each sewer basin are examined to determine which, relative to the other basins, has
the most impact downstream on our sewer system and ultimately, what those capacity needs and costs
would be downstream. The Gaster’ s Creek area, shown in purple, has a large impact on our sewer system,
along with additional costs because (1) it must be pumped uphill; (2) there is some challenging topography
in this area; (3) it runs into one ofthe major trunk lines/interceptors already nearing capacity; and (4) it is
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as distant from our sewer plant as anything else in the City. Mayor Mann commented that a DOT study
found that 50 percent of US growth in the next ten years would occur in four states Florida, Texas,
Georgia and North Carolina and he suggested that Sanford will grow due to our proximity to the Triangle
area. Mr. Czar commented that state demographers indicate that 47 counties lost population between 2010
and 2020, so only about halfofour state will grow. Council Member Taylor stated that most ofour growth
is in the northern area of the county and questioned whether we should consider a water pullout or
pushback to accommodate growth in the southern area. Mr. Czar responded that wastewater plants are
expensive to operate and we really don’t want to proliferate if it can be avoided and it is easier to pump
and treat in one location. He also suggested that it would be difficult to go much further south than Carolina
Trace with our sewer system since it is very near the Hamett County line. We are seeing some growth in
the southern section ofthe county but may see a shift to the northern part. We have the ability to discharge
more in the Cape fear River than the Upper Little River, so that indicates we may want to do something
in the northeastern section ofthe county with a pipe to discharge somewhere else and then return to it. He
suggested we determine how to pump it long into the future since that has some real advantages that going
elsewhere doesn’t and there are advantages to centralizing.
—

—

Council Member Williams noted that we were asked to provide sewer for some smaller
municipalities, with the possibility ofbeing a regional provider ifwe were granted additional capacity but
we would have to get it from the Cape Fear River. Mr. Czar confirmed that we expanded onsite at Big
Buffalo when we were allowed to expand a little more than anticipated and we could probably get another
6 MGD (million gallons daily) at our existing plant location. It would likely take some modifications to
the treatment process because there is concern about what would be returned to the river. Regardless of
how much is returned, as long as we don’t return higher amounts of regulated substances than was done
when the plant was 6.8 MGD, capacity itself is irrelevant and could likely be increased. One option to
increase sewer service would be to increase the size of the Big Buffalo plant. While there was some
skepticism going to 9 MGD at the existing location, we worked through it and were allowed 12 MGD.
Mr. Staley explained that the number in the top right-hand corner on page 7 ofExhibit C represents
the cost of gravity lines only (excluding the pump station and treatment plant) and is only for wastewater
flow (not including rainwater entering the system). It is a “good” number but not “the” number and is only
a very small subset of “the” number. This tool provides information to help begin the conversation of
whether it is feasible to continue adding to these numbers. Using the current method for compiling data,
spreading that cost across all the remaining developable land, equally acre by acre, regardless of location,
a cost per acre and per ERU can be calculated to build the needed capital infrastructure, capacity and
sanitary sewer system to support our current land use planning. Additional information is shown on the
right side to adjust for density and tax rates (although taxes do not go to the Sewer Enterprise Fund), since
one of the major factors of development is tax base that will be generated. Information on the top
represents expenses while information on the right side represents revenue.
Mayor Mann stated that there is a huge cost to provide these services and lower density
development is not as cost efficient. Mr. Czar stated that it is an issue ofbalance and finding intersections
of cost and benefit. There is no right or wrong; the issue is what we want to look like and how we want to
do things while recognizing the impact on systems currently in place. These systems aren’t just water and
sewer; they also include trash pickup, police and fire service, and we must understand how these dynamics
work in order to make informed decisions. Mr. Czar stressed that these figures represent the impact on the
gravity sewer system by actual flow only from residences (water flow, toilets, etc.), not including rain
water infiltration. While it would be very simple to add other costs (such as the pump station), they are
not included in this presentation. Mr. Staley noted that these numbers vary wildly based on locations and
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illustrates how information from public works, community development and other departments becomes
extremely useful. In this particular situation planning for growth we can see that it would cost less to
serve the northeast and northwest corridors since they are nearer the treatment plant and have more
capacity. He acknowledged some people and businesses will not want to locate to certain areas regardless
ofthe cost but the point is that we do not want to encourage development in an area that will be extremely
difficult and expensive to serve.
—

—

Mr. Staley explained that rock is not specifically included, but excessive slopes, floodplain, and
wetlands were. When there is a reference to one acre of developable land, it might be a 1 .5 acre property
but only one acre is suitable for developing a structure. The remainder is deemed unusable in order to
calculate a percentage of usable land. The usable land will also have to accommodate roads, easements,
buffers, etc., so the default is set to approximately 75 percent (what is generally seen in the industry). Mr.
Czar explained that based on costs, growth can be driven in one direction or driven to the most expensive
area as quickly as possible to generate revenue for expenses. His point was that there are various ways to
use this information. The goal is not to find precise numbers but to ensure we are in the neighborhood,
having confidence in the data and using the proper data to make decisions.
Mr. Staley used the program to illustrate estimated downstream capital costs to support
development in several areas based on our current land use and noted that this information could be used
to calculate fees for a developers’ agreement. There are some limits for extreme situations, such as using
1 ,000 homes per acre or having to use the next larger sized pipe, etc., but those are included in the model.
Ultimately, based on current knowledge and data, we can quickly go through and color these maps. This
model only includes existing gravity sewer lines and correlations between densities and cost to serve but
can be used to determine the impact development in an area will have on our existing infrastructure. No
one wants to develop a subdivision that requires lines to the treatment plant when they can connect to
existing infrastructure. The question is cost and how that is quantified in order to know what the impact
on an existing system will be.
Referring to the map, Mr. Staley pointed out that based on projected flows and our current land
use plan, purple lines are undersized and will likely cost about $230 per foot to upsize. He illustrated how
changing the land use factor from 1 0 to 1 5 ERUs reduces costs and would not add enough flow to require
a larger pipe size, so it wouldn’t affect some factors but would others. He also noted that these factors and
values, also affect revenue. Green lines shown on page 14 of the map, which are trunk lines (main
interceptors into which collector lines flow), are where our first capacity issues will be seen.
Since census data is also incorporated, it would show the average value of homes and median
incomes for defined areas. He confirmed the tool is adaptive to commercial properties but much depends
on whether an industry is a non-water user or heavy water user and ERU is the best common denominator.
Mr. Staley explained that the model is constructed on top of our GIS system and includes standard staff
calculations. An open platform was used to build a tool that automatically incorporates information, such
as upsizing pipes. Mr. Czar noted that Mr. Staley built this system using lots of communication between
our staff and his, and required a great deal of effort in return for a relatively modest investment.
Mr. Czar reviewed sewer allocation, explaining that we have current flow, along with permitted
flow which includes developments that have been approved and for which permits have been issued: the
system is large enough to handle this flow and allocation has been committed. There is also anticipated
flow, which could be subsequent phases of a currently permitted project or projects that will come to
fruition barring any unforeseen acts, with everyone working in good faith. Flow for these projects must
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be considered and accounted for during the planning process, which reduces the remaining capacity.
Potential flow includes projects that have been discussed with planning staffbut are not firm, and may or
may not come to fruition. We cannot account for this flow because there are too many uncertainties; they
are placeholders only and do not reduce remaining capacity. We will need to increase capacity to deal
with this category, which means decisions must be made on location, timing, and cost allocation. Moving
a lift station is not inexpensive, easy or quick: it requires substantial thought and planning upfront to
determine the best locations, and we have four or five major lift stations that will soon require
consideration. Mr. Czar stated that his department and the Planning Department will be requesting
substantial funds in the upcoming budget to begin this process. Our city is growing and he believes that
pace is going to accelerate, which will increase the demand for sewer service, so some strategic decisions
must be made, based on whatever parameters Council elects and that will dictate location and size
decisions.
Mr. Czar reviewed the map on page 20 showing the financial impact ofdevelopment to our existing
gravity sewer system in various areas ofthe county. He noted that the Gaster’s Creek lift station drainage
basin area (shown in purple) has four anticipated projects in various stages of development that cover
more than 500 acres and the lift station is filling up. The situation is dynamic and changes frequently.
There are new industries and some will go away; the situation is not static. The capacity of Gaster’ s Creek
lift station is 1 .6 MGD and we are currently at about 1 .5 MOD, so a decision must be made on how to
proceed. We can choose not to grow or do something in place (change some pumps, construct something
different), which would likely be the cheapest option but still likely be more than $1 million to provide a
limited amount of flow. Another option would be to build a new lift station. We could go downstream,
find another location, build another pump station and that will create more flow since the downstream
system will have some impact, but would provide some capacity, at a cost of approximately $4 million.
Another option would be to construct a substantial lift station near Carolina Trace at an estimated cost of
$7 to $8 million but that would be more efficient on a dollar per gallon basis. Mr. Czar also pointed out
that this is the type of analysis that must also be done on the other lift stations: when we begin analyzing
one, we should analyze all of them since it isn’t much more work proportionately. If we just upgrade the
Gaster’ 5 Creek lift station, developers would have to construct their own pump station and at some point,
the City will inherit them to maintain. Constructing one large pump station would eliminate these
individual pump stations and the regionalized cost could basically be shared, ultimately reducing costs to
developers, encouraging development, and preventing expenses for decades to come.
When flow reaches a certain point, Mr. Czar explained that a decision must be made whether to
do nothing or expand capacity. Unfortunately, expanding is a major investment because capacity isn’t
added in small increments nor is it very developer-friendly. It will limit development because everyone
wants to pay only for their incremental share. We did relocate the Little Buffalo lift station downstream
but it added capacity and lessened the impact in some areas. We must develop a reasonable funding
strategy and define what we believe is reasonable for making utility improvements. While staff can offer
suggestions, this is ultimately Council’s decision. One option is a System Development Fee (SDF), which
was previously proposed and is used by many entities in North Carolina to make major improvements in
water and sewer systems. The City could have realized approximately $370,000 if SDfs had been
approved for the 2019-2020 FY, based on the most recent analysis by our third-party vendor, using the
smallest option on which the fee could have been based. He stressed that it does not matter how large our
lines are ifthere is no way to treat the sewer. The wastewater plant has some capacity and we are working
to expand the water plant now but this is an issue of collection and distribution. If all permitted projects
in the Gaster’s Creek basin materializes, SDFs could generate approximately $1 .3 million; if all
anticipated projects materialize, they could generate an additional $2.5 million roughly; potential projects
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could generate about $4.5 million; and a total of approximately $52 million could be generated from all
undeveloped property in that drainage basin, all based on the method for developing the lowest SDFs.
Financial Services Director Beth Kelly stated that if expansion is not generated by SDFs or
developer agreements, rate increases would be needed. Mr. Czar agreed that options are existing
ratepayers or potential ratepayers. We could use some type of developer agreement but that would
essentially go to potential rate payers, which is where we are currently. If we don’t have capacity, we
would have to tell developers they would be responsible for the improvement cost. SDFs will not pay for
everything needed but would offset the cost of some things that are needed and could have a potential
impact on reducing future rate increases, which would still occur due to inflation but a portion of rates go
to capital needs, so ifthere is another way to fund some ofthat capital, increases would be smaller.
With the Gaster’s Creek pump station almost at capacity, Mr. Staley explained that a project will
be approved at some point but nothing could be approved afterward unless capacity is increased. Capacity
is attained in very large increments (millions of gallons) and the next developer won’t be able to pay for
the entire new capacity needed. While the other stations are not quite to that point, it is not far away. Mr.
Czar suggested that developers don’t mind paying for their fair share since it gives them the security of
knowing that their project can move forward and they won’t be the one in line after capacity is reached
and must be expanded. Mr. Hegwer acknowledged there was pushback from the development community
when SDFs were originally proposed but it might be worthwhile to reconsider them since the other option
would be to put the cost of continued development on existing ratepayers, our only mechanism currently.
Council Member Taylor suggested now is the time to meet with the development community, particularly
after several recent successful meetings with them on UDO updates. He also questioned how and when
SDF’s could potentially be implemented, particularly with regard to developments already under
consideration. Mr. Czar responded that he will be making a budget request for the next FY but working
through details will take some time. Having an indication of how Council wants to proceed at the end of
the next budget year will dictate the time frame. It will depend on the scope of work since it takes much
longer to rebuild a lift station than adding pumps. He also stated that while SDFs may not be included in
developers’ existing cost projections, they would rather pay their incremental cost share than the total cost
or to have no capacity available to them. Staffhas proposed that SDFs would be payable when individual
meters are set, not as one large expense. Mr. Hegwer stated that we should also be aware that we will
ultimately have to do some major infrastructure improvements on very large trunk lines ifwe aren’t very
careful as there is more pressure and development.
Special Presentation by Mayor Jacques Gilbert Town of Apex
Apex Mayor Jacques Gilbert, who served as a police officer in Apex for 30 years, spoke about
importance of regionalism, building relationships between our two cities, and community policing. He
also talked about the lack of support from the black community for blacks serving in law enforcement,
and challenges he faced during his career, particularly the first ten years. As in other communities in 2020,
Apex experienced some civil unrest issues and when a group of young people wanted to hold a peaceful
protest downtown, Council was concerned about how it should be handled. The group invited the police
department to join and after discussions between all parties, a decision was made for community members
to walk together with members of police department and Council members to send a message of unity
rather than division to the community.
Since he had no political experience, Mayor Gilbert stated that he has depended largely on staff
and Council members but the current board has a total of only 19 years’ experience. After their tax
revaluation, their tax rate is 38 cents, which is revenue neutral. Of this, they have designed 1 .5 cents
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toward stormwater issues and environmental sustainability; one cent toward affordable housing; and one
cent toward their parks and recreation bond approved in 2017. While affordable housing is typically seen
as tall buildings full of crime, he suggested that it often provides housing for planners, police officers, and
health care workers who lack adequate income to establish a residence in Apex. With a median family
income of $105,000, housing is expensive in Apex and an affordable housing steering committee was
created last year. It took a year for community members, developers and others to develop the plan, which
was not well-received but those who supported it far outweighed those who didn’t and at a special Council
meeting last week, the plan was unanimously adopted by Council.
Apex is facing transportation challenges (Highways 55 and 64, State Road 1010), particularly with
DOT’s funding issues, and they are considering a transportation bond. Both the town manager and police
chief have retired recently but he anticipates no issues with qualified candidates for the positions. They
are hiring a diversity officer and conducted a cultural assessment oftheir police department this year since
there are some who believe their voices are not being heard. They are doing what is necessary to impact
change and while staffis thankful it was done, it was not well-received. He spoke about the need to connect
with youth and noted that many leave Apex after graduating and want to return but that is difficult with
housing prices.
Mayor Gilbert explained that the Blue Lights College was created in an attempt to build bridges,
increase police recruitment and have a police force that reflects the community. He was the only AfricanAmerican police officer in Apex until eight years ago. In an effort to change perceptions that the police
are an enemy to many in the black community, this program was formed to create a college atmosphere
and a pipeline for youth who don’t want to attend a four-year university, join the military, or are undecided.
It helps fill the gap between graduation and the minimum age to become a police officer in the state
( currently 20.5 years of age). He was already doing a one-on-one mentorship to train young men and
women to become police officers but this program is a police preparatory college for youth considering a
career in law enforcement, offering collegiate-level athletics programs and leadership training. The
program has run for four years and 25 students have graduated.
Regarding employee retention, Apex conducted an employee survey in 201 9 and approved a seven
percent wage increase across the board for their entire staffthis past year. They are also working on their
employee benefit package and no longer provide insurance to employees who retire, as others have begun
doing recently. While it was a tough decision, it was made based on staffinput that they would rather have
benefits while working and make their own plans for the future. Mr. Gilbert commented that the population
of Apex was about 5,000 when he was a young man and it is currently 68,000. They have seen about 80
percent growth since 201 0 and have a current annual growth of about eight percent. Apex is revising their
UDO and since becoming Mayor, he has worked on what he saw as a disconnect between developers and
Council, receiving comments that Council wasn’t following the UDO or 2045 Land Use Plan. He and
some Council members met with major developers in an effort to improve relationships, correct
misinformation and gather input. He offered to share information with our staff since we are also
undergoing UDO revisions and offered to hold ajoint meeting with his staff.
Fire Station (Exhibit D)
City Manager Hal Hegwer referred to the map on the first page ofthe attached Exhibit E and noted
that the areas shown to the west of US Highway #1 shown in green include two large subdivisions,
Galvin’ 5 Ridge (currently being developed) and Deep River Forest (several thousand acres planned for
future development), along with Central Carolina Enterprise Park (“CCEP”), the new industrial park
where much of our industrial growth is occurring. The Bharat Forge site south of US Highway # 1 is also
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shown in green on the map and is a recently annexed property. This area is growing and fire protection
service must be provided to these areas. This was discussed at last year’ s retreat and subsequent meetings
about the most efficient way to grow our fire protection service.
When Fire Station #3 was constructed many years ago, different annexation rules were in effect.
large
annexation in West Sanford years ago provided a tax base immediately to help fund staff and
The
equipment but that won’t be the case in this area. These areas are now served by the Northview Volunteer
Fire Department (“NVfD”), with whom we have relationships and agreements in place. As directed by
Council, staffdiscussed this issue with them and page 2 ofExhibit E summarizes their requests to continue
providing service. A proposal was made to work with them at their existing station, by adding about
$750,000 in improvements and nine firefighters to work with them to serve that area but ultimately, they
denied that request. Negotiations have now ceased since they feel that working with the City will be
detrimental to the volunteer fire service. Working with NVFD would have provided short-term benefits
by allowing us to work our way into a larger station over time, but ultimately, another station will be
needed to serve the rear portion of Galvin’ s Ridge which is outside the five-mile service area. During this
time, staff applied for a SAFER (Staffing for Adequate Fire and Emergency Response) grant that would
pay for 75 percent ofthe salary for nine firemen for two years and 35 percent in the third year, but we did
not receive the grant.
Mr. Hegwer explained that staff s recommendation is to pursue building our own station and seek
a SAFER grant. He reviewed a map showing potential locations and confirmed that conversations have
been held with various property owners. Important factors are the number ofroad miles that can be served
from a location, with five miles from the station being the coverage area as shown on the maps, and the
ability to grow in the future. Moving the station further to east would increase coverage around the airport.
It appears that the general proximity for a fire station should be about 0.125 to 0.25 mile from the
intersection of Deep River and Colon Roads. Fire Chief Wayne Barber agreed that would also provide
good coverage when Deep River Forest is developed and Council Member Taylor noted it would
potentially cover the large Perry tract on Highway 1 5-50 1 Mr. Hegwer reviewed a preliminary space
needs study showing an estimated cost of $4.8 million for a fire station and noted that would be reduced
by $375,000 if land is donated. Regarding the SAFER grant, Chief Barber explained that constructing
another station that will require additional employees would increase application scoring since tax growth
to support the station will be delayed until that growth occurs. Deputy Chief Cotten explained that FEMA
has just awarded 2019 SAFER grants and they revised their criteriajust before they were awarded due to
the pandemic, including a hardship waiver for the local match and this reduced funding. Our grant
consultant told Mr. Cotten that constructing a station and having a complete staff should increase our
chances in the next round of funding.
.

Because the northern area of the county will grow, Mr. Hegwer stated that staff is recommending
we fund station design work this year so we could work toward construction and apply for the next round
of SAFER grant funding. He reminded everyone that while the cost ofthe station is significant, the largest
cost is for personnel. Chief Barber explained that 2021 SAFER applications are due in September or
October and will be awarded in January, with 120 days to hire firefighters. If we receive the grant, we
would have to fund 25 percent (our share) of the cost for 1 5 firefighters in the last three months of the
budget year. Financial Services Director Beth Kelly reviewed budget impacts beginning in FY 2 1 -22, with
the next year including the second half of the first year grant and the first half of the second year grant at
75 percent. In the third year we would receive the second halfofyear two, then the grant would be reduced
to 35 percent and by FY 25-26, we would have the full cost offirefighters, estimated at about $1 .3 million
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annually. After design work begins and bids are received, we would issue debt with payments beginning
in FY 22-23; however, these time frames may vary ifthere are any delays.
Regarding debt, Mrs. Kelly explained that we could do Limited Obligation Bonds (LOBs) or
installment purchase, similar to private placement conventional lending. Bonds typically have higher costs
and lower interest rates but with interest rates currently near historic lows, they are very similar now.
LOBs could be amortized for 20 years compared to 1 5 on private placement but we might be able to
negotiate the term. The station would also require a fire pumper so that, along with operational costs,
would also be included. She included a small percentage for inflation and assuming we receive the SAFER
grant, it would have an impact of 1.3$ cents on the tax rate for the 21-22 FY budget but since three months
ofthe cost for nine firefighters (previously anticipated to staffthe NVFD) was included in the current year
budget, that cost is reduced to 0.79 cent. If we don’t receive the grant, we would have to add that 75
percent cost. Mr. Hegwer reminded everyone that these numbers do not include growth in the area, so
anything we can do to move that along will help add to the tax base.
Deputy Fire Chief Ken Cotten explained that a site of two to four acres would be needed for the
station. He has spoken with representatives of the Galvin’ s Ridge project and they are willing to donate
about two acres in the development. City Manager Hegwer commented that this would suffice but our
goal is to find the best location for the future and we have other options.
Mrs. Kelly reminded Council that some ofthe businesses in CCEP are already online but we won’t
receive substantial tax revenue from Audentes until after the five-year incentive agreement expires. It
takes substantial tax base to fund fire and police service but the Galvin’ s Ridge developer plans to move
aggressively. Plans are to have 1 00 homes on the ground by the end ofApril with a total build-out in about
eight to ten years but that may be shorter with the current housing shortage and low interest rates.
Northview is covering that area now but the rear section exceeds the five-mile coverage area, so we have
to build a station to cover it. Mrs. Kelly reminded everyone that public safety bonds are not recommended
by financial advisors since police and fire service must be provided, even if voters reject the bond.
Council Member Taylor mentioned that NVFD has a new ladder truck and questioned whether we
have a mutual aid agreement if we needed it. Chief Barber confirmed we have an agreement with all
volunteer fire departments in the county to respond on request and share access to equipment.
Whether or not we want to do anything to enhance revenue this year, Mr. Hegwer stated that we
will have to do so next year to mitigate some ofthese issues. We also have the greenway bond issue time
limit, so we could tie those together with a debt issuance. The earlier a tax rate increase or some other
form of revenue enhancement is implemented, the more it can grow over time. Mrs. Kelly explained that
we can choose not to move forward with the greenway bond project but we would have to do another
referendum if time expires. Our options are to implement a tax increase for the upcoming budget year to
reduce what we would have to do next year or do nothing for the upcoming year and implement enough
to pay for all of it the second year. Mr. Hegwer reminded everyone that we don’t know about growth and
what investments will be made and that one large industry location can change this. Mrs. Kelly agreed
that the tax base will grow in the next few years in this area and mitigate tax rate implications but we
won’t have it up front.
Council Member Taylor commented that the maps he has seen for development of the Ashley
Village property (at the Highway 42 1 Bypass intersection with Broadway Road) include two acres for a
fire station. Mr. Haire suggested the need for a fire station on the north side of the county exceeds the
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anticipated need for one on the south side. Mr. Hegwer noted that we have a fire station to the south that
can cover needs in that area whereas NVFD won’t be able to cover all of Galvin’ s Ridge at full build-out.
He reminded everyone that we still have high demand on the south side and there will be some limits
moving forward on how much growth can continue without infrastructure improvements. Council
Member Taylor suggested we consider a location on the south side ofthe county ifone becomes available
within the next five to ten years to prevent holding future leadership responsible as prices increase.
Deputy Chief Cotten explained that our current contract with NVFD includes a payment of eight
cents per $ 1 00 valuation to cover volunteer fire service to CCEP and Galvin’ s Ridge but there is no
guarantee of how many people will respond to any given call. As the number of homes and businesses in
that area grows and tax base increases, that cost will increase. We first paid them $ 1 8,000 initially but
$22,000 was paid this past year. Some have questioned why we would pay them rather than our own
employees. The rate depends on tax value that can change annually; it is dictated and approved by the
County Commissioners. Mr. Hegwer explained that a volunteer service simply cannot provide adequate
service in a high-density area; it is adequate in an undeveloped area but is not as building begins. Mayor
Mann questioned how a new City station would affect volunteer fire departments throughout the county.
Mr. Cotten explained that their district would shrink as ours increases but they would still operate. Mr.
Hegwer noted that volunteerism has fallen throughout the country, across all organizations, not just fire
departments. ChiefBarber informed Council that FEMA, using some SAFER grant funds in coordination
with the National and North Carolina Volunteer Fire Councils, are increasing recruiting efforts, including
television ads for firefighters, and to help with traffic control and other related duties. He agreed that
volunteerism is on the decline not only in the US but throughout the world. He also noted that the City
doesn’t separate its fire tax rates as the County does.
Mr. Hegwer suggested we could avoid a tax increase going into the next budget year since we can
fund design for the new fire station and reimburse ourselves later, but it would have to be done the
following year. Deputy Chief Cotten stated that construction of a new station at or near Galvin’ s Ridge
would negate the need to contract with NVFD to cover Galvin’ s Ridge, CCEP and Deep River Forest and
they would serve the Cumnock Village development when it comes online.
Mrs. Kelly noted that the CIP schedule presented earlier in the retreat also included fifth and sixth
fire stations to use for budget forecasting. Chief Barber stressed that economic growth must include not
only qualify-of-life amenities but public safety protections with fire, police, and emergency services.
People will not live in a community unless these basic services are in place; they may be delayed but they
must eventually be provided. Mrs. Kelly informed Council that a ladder truck will also be needed and that
expense is nearly $2 million. Council Member Taylor questioned whether a purchase was necessary if we
have a mutual aid agreement but Deputy Chief Cotten explained that NVFD is changing the way they run
their calls and run the ladder truck on all wrecks now. They will be needed more frequently to access
equipment being installed on top of buildings now. The buildings have steps for routine maintenance but
are not appropriate for firefighters loaded with gear and air packs. Mr. Hegwer commented that expensive
equipment like ladder trucks are needed but they are not the significant, ongoing expense that staffing will
be. Council Member Post commented that it is past time for another fire station and we will likely have to
fund one in the very near future. Council Member Taylor questioned whether a portion of taxes paid by
companies under incentive agreements could be earmarked for funding a fire station as those incentives
expire but Mrs. Kelly explained that this would limit flexibility for other needs: restricted funds like the
capital park fund can never be used for any other purpose. It is not like the vehicle tax, which is restricted
not by this Council but by state statute stating that it can be used only for street maintenance. We have
earmarked funds for specific uses and if they aren’t used for that purpose, they roll into General Fund
—

—
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balance. Mr. Taylor suggested sending a message that we are using industrial growth to pay for capital
improvements or infrastructure needs directly affected in that area. Mr. Taylor noted that we made a
decision to bring industry and neighborhoods to that area and we should be willing to pay for necessary
infrastructure.
Police Department Minimum Starting Salary and Recruitment (Exhibit E)
City Manager Hal Hegwer stated that a national report issued in late 20 1 9 showed that fewer people
are applying to become police officers. Of the agencies responding to that survey, 63 percent indicating
that the number ofapplicants decreased over the past five years. Another issue is the fact that more officers
are leaving their departments or the profession entirely well before reaching retirement age. This survey
found that 8.5 percent of current officers are eligible for retirement and 1 5 .5 percent will become eligible
within five years as a growing number who entered policing during the federally funded hiring programs
of the 1 990s are now reaching retirement age. This trend reduces the number of sworn personnel and also
the level of experience. Mr. Hegwer confirmed that our Police Department is experiencing this trend and
he reviewed the attached exhibit, noting that retirements and separations have resulted in salary and benefit
lapses that revert to our General Fund balance. Even with six new hires this year, we had six retirements
and two other separations. The state has made provisions for separation allowances, which officers can
draw while working for a state agency, security job or another lateral position that is less stressful than
the intense mental environment ofpolicing. Other municipalities are also facing this problem, and entrylevel pay was one of the factors reviewed to help recruit new officers from a much smaller pool than in
the past.

Police ChiefRonnie Yarborough stated that he spoke with stafffrom Central Carolina Community
College (“CCCC”) recently and they informed him that BEET (Basic Law Enforcement Training) classes
have dropped 60 percent since 2016, illustrating decreased interest in law enforcement as a career. Many
years ago, the state required community colleges to have 1 5 cadet students to hold a class but they reduced
that requirement to ten and the last class had only nine and all ofthem will not graduate. Job fairs are ofien
attended by Holly Springs, Apex, Cary recruiters and salary is very important for these graduates. Sanford
is near the bottom, which reduces our chances for recruiting other than locals who don’t want to move and
for whom salary is not critical. Instructors have also told him that younger cadets value salary more than
benefits and he is concerned that many will choose to drive to Apex and make about $ 1 0,000 more. We
would occasionally lose officers to Cary in the past but as Apex and Holly Springs grew and generated
more revenue, police officer salaries were increased and others had to follow suit or continue losing hires.
He acknowledged that his department is tough on recruitment and that likely hurts us. The state requires
a psychological evaluation but we also require applicants to undergo a polygraph exam (to screen for drug
use, etc.) and some who do not pass are hired by other agencies, but we want the best of the best. Other
agencies also promote officers to sergeant or detective after shorter periods while we require three years
ofworking on the street, a degree and testing. We are stringent in an effort to maintain a professional force
but it is difficult to have a first-class operation with our salary structure. He also acknowledged it would
be more difficult for Raleigh (more than 900 officers) and Durham (400 to 500 officers) to increase their
salaries substantially because oftheir large departments.
With fewer recruits and several retirements in the past few years, it has been challenging to fill
those positions. Since the patrol division is the backbone ofthe Police Department, they try to keep it fully
staffed: they are the ones who answer the first call made by anyone in Sanford but this has impacted other
areas, such as selective enforcement, the drug unit, and the detective division. It is difficult to promote
officers from patrol to these spots because they are needed to answer those initial calls. The goal time for
response calls is five to six minutes and there are problems ifthat increases.
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Assistant Chief Jamie Thomas stated that Police Officers II or III are eligible for promotion but
they are frustrated because we can’t fill these positions unless we have officers to cover the street and that
creates low morale. Council Member Taylor questioned how coverage would be impacted when the
Galvin’s Ridge development is completed. Mr. Hegwer stated that the worst thing to do when you are
understaffed is to hire people who are unfit to serve. Chief Yarborough agreed that we don’t need to drop
standards to fill positions. Assistant Chief Thomas stated that we have only five minority officers. Mayor
Mann commented that he would love the force to look more like our community but we have to increase
salaries to recruit, and questioned whether CCCC could be used to help recruit through some type of class
in conjunction with our police department. Council Member Gaskins commented that the two to three
years between high school graduation and 20.5 minimum age requirement could be used to recruit officers.
Chief Yarborough acknowledged the Blue Lights Academy established by Mayor Jacques Gilbert, a
former police officer who spoke in the preceding agenda item, has been used successfully as a recruiting
tool in Wake County through Wake Technical Community College. Regarding Galvin’s Ridge, Chief
Yarborough explained that an analysis would be done on the number of roads and potential calls and if a
“beat” is added, others would be downsized. Areas with higher calls would be narrowed to provide
coverage and areas with lower volume would be increased; they would be reallocated, based on demand.
Council Member Williams questioned whether the funds remaining in the police budget could be
applied to new recruit salaries. Mr. Hegwer confirmed that would not typically be embraced but with our
situation, it is an opportunity that would not normally exist. These funds could help increase base hiring
rates, one of the Chief s goals, but would also affect salaries for senior officers to prevent compression;
adjustment will have to be made since it would have a domino effect. The only other option would be to
facilitate a program in our normal budget but with such significant allocation unspent and unencumbered,
it is an opportunity to use a portion of that to be competitive. With less interest, a smaller pooi, and
increased competition, Mr. Hegwer recommended increasing the base hiring rate to at least $44,000 or we
will have to revisit the issue. Since Apex can do a seven percent across-the-board increase, they could do
another $5,000 increase with no problem. He confirmed that raising this minimum to $44,000 would have
no impact this fiscal year nor for many years into the future. It would increase the budget at least $250,000
but it would take years to absorb that based on unspent amounts since 2017.
Council Member Buckels questioned whether an increase to $44,000 would be sufficient in this
competitive environment or whether we need to move up higher in the bracket. Chief Yarborough
explained that he is still concerned that due to reputations of Holly Springs, Cary and Apex (lower crime,
higher salaries) and their budget increases, going to $44,000 would place us ahead of Pittsboro only. If
these areas give a decent cost-of-living increase in July, we may be back in this same position in a few
years. Mr. Buckels noted that even if we do an increase, others might also increase theirs. Mr. Taylor
noted that we would be only $700 above Pittsboro’s current hiring rate while still requiring more than
they do of recruits. Mayor Mann commented that if we are taking steps to be among the top echelon in
the state, we must provide quality public safety. He expressed hope that our elected state officials can help
fund a Criminal Justice Program at CCCC to work with the Central Carolina Works high school program
to provide information on law enforcement careers. Chief Yarborough agreed that higher education plays
a large role and his department encourages officers to further their education and offers assistance through
the City’ 5 tuition reimbursement program. He also commented that there was not enough recent interest
for a program at Sandhills Community College, so it wasn’t offered. Several officers in our Police
Department have Bachelors’ degrees and a few have Masters’ degrees, which helps with promotions.
Chief Yarborough commented that very few minorities attend BLET training or job fairs and wondered
how that could be increased. Mr. Hegwer agreed that minority officers are very highly recruited.
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Council Member Taylor commented on the apparent consensus to move above $45,000 but
expressed concern about retention and perceptions of underappreciation. Chief Yarborough stated that we
are fortunate that most ofour long-term employees enjoy working for the City, appreciate the benefits and
believe they are supported, noting that most officers who have been with the department for more than
about five years tend to stay until retirement. Mr. Hegwer commented that many officers who have lefi
the department return to Sanford before retiring.
Mr. Hegwer questioned whether there was consensus to increase the hiring rate to $44,000 and
address compression issues at an estimated cost of $250,000 or to increase the salary to $45,000 at an
estimated cost of about $320,000. Each $ 1 ,000 increase would have a total cost of about $68,000,
including benefits. Council Member Taylor questioned whether it be better to implement a larger increase
since other communities will likely increase their salary in response. Mayor Mann agreed that if we do
too little, we will likely have to be address the issue again in just a few years and if we want to attract
quality candidates, we should go as high as our Financial Director says we can afford, perhaps to at least
$46,000. Mayor Pro Tem Buckels agreed that highly-motivated, highly-trained officers working in a great
area with great amenities should be paid what they’re worth and suggested we raise the salary as high as
we can afford and address other law enforcement related issues. Council Member Gaskins commented
that the cost of having bad police officers is also high. Mr. Hegwer acknowledged these responses and
confirmed that staff will research costs to raise the minimum hiring salary to at least $47,000 and present
details to Council for approval.
Council Member Salmon questioned whether any city employees are paid less than $30,000. Mr.
Hegwer explained that there are only a few positions currently paying about $ 1 5 an hour and he will
provide that information to Council. Council Member Taylor commented that he was glad to see salaries
were compared to adjacent cities rather than those of similar size since these nearby areas are our
competition. He noted that the Lee County Sheriff s Department staff received pay increases this year but
Chief Yarborough commented that Lee County had a market study done and didn’t target lower-paid
positions but those in the mid-range. Their goal is to have everyone at the mid-range point within seven
years. He also explained that salary studies consistently show that police salaries are higher than sheriffs
deputies because they perform different law enforcement functions.
Mr. Hegwer confirmed that adjustments would also be made to current Police Department officers
to address compression issues and reminded Council that compression issues are created when no merit
system is in place. He also stated that our department has been working with the Triangle J Council of
Governments on a marketing campaign and regional recruitment efforts through a partnership with 17
other departments. Goals in this comprehensive effort include reframing the profession to show the value
of the career, dedication of local departments to be above recent national headlines and reaching younger
diverse applicants. Their website includes information on job postings, education, articles on leadership,
and job applications, along with links to our department. This campaign has received 1 .3 million views
and more than 10,000 individuals have accessed job postings and applications. Chief Yarborough
informed Council that the City’s Police Department is currently going through CALEA (Commission on
Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies) certification but the pandemic affected scheduling.
Sections have been added to the Police Department website for members ofthe public to commend police
officers or file a complaint. Mayor Mann commended Chief Yarborough and his department for
undertaking this process and noted that being CALEA accredited is quite an accomplishment and a
testament to their professionalism. Mayor Pro Tem Buckels agreed and encouraged ongoing talks about
diversity and recruitment. Mayor Mann encouraged Mr. Buckels to address this issue with the Equity Task
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Force, particularly with the representative from CCCC regarding expanded law enforcement related
programs there and at the high school level.
Works Pro%ram in Cooperation with OMI
City Manager Hal Hegwer reminded everyone of recent discussions about trash pickup due to the
fact that the inmate labor program has been discontinued because ofthe COVID-19 pandemic. While we
hope it will be resumed again soon, discussions have been held about the possibility of running the
program through local non-profit agencies, perhaps OMI (Outreach Mission, Inc.) or The Bread of Life.
Representatives at OMI were interested but expressed concern about having adequate staff and the lack
of a significant operating revenue stream. They would also like the program to be more than a work
program and include an educational component. Mayor Pro Tem Buckels suggested doing a six- or twelvemonth pilot program, perhaps two or three days a week with three positions (two workers and a driver). It
could operate on a merit system and provide job references for participants. The cost would be less than
$25,000 annually (using two workers at $9 per hour three days a week and a driver at $12 an hour: $30
total per hour, $ 1 50 for a five-hour day, $ 1 1 ,500 $ 1 2,000 for six months). He acknowledged it would
take time to work out details but a dialogue could be opened between the parties and it would benefit
everyone involved, whether OMI, another non-profit or a church.
City

-

Council Member Salmon questioned whether it would be better to run such a program through an
existing agency such as Brick Capital or The Salvation Army to help with the education component. We
could subcontract through a non-profit and let them deal with potential workers since the City has more
stringent employment issues. Public Works Director Victor Czar explained we are trying to find the best
partner to supervise and transport workers to job sites, handle administrative duties and potential liability
issues, since coordinating these efforts would be vital to the program. The program could also include
trash pickup and general cleanup at City parks as well. Council Member Taylor suggested using a program
similar to the DOT’s “Adopt-A-Highway” program and allow local churches or civic organizations to
facilitate them. Mr. Czar responded that these programs have had momentum when instituted in the past
but unfortunately, were not long-term successes.
Mr. Czar commented that it would be great if we could address the trash issue as well as the
homelessness issue but is unsure whether they can be combined into one program. The third-party
contractor is scheduled to begin trash pickup in the City on Monday, so that issue will be addressed
immediately. He is hopeful that the inmate program will resume as COVID-19 vaccinations increase and
cases decrease. Mayor Pro Tem Buckels acknowledged these were all valid points and he would support
whatever is easiest and most efficient in resolving the trash issue.
Closed Session
Council Member Gaskins made a motion to go into closed session pursuant to N.C.G.S. 1433 1 8. 1 1(a)(4), for matters relating to economic development. Seconded by Mayor Pro Tem Buckels, the
motion carried unanimously.
Return to Regular Session
Update on North Carolina League of Municipalities Legisitaive Policy Committee (Exhibit F)
Council Member Gaskins, who served on the North Carolina League ofMunicipalities’ Legislative
Policy Committee, reviewed the policy development process the committee used to establish goals. He
reviewed five focus areas (healthy finances; resilient infrastructure; racial equity; vibrant communities
and neighborhoods; and adaptive municipal operations) and explained what makes good goals, including
the fact that they are shared among all cities throughout the state and cannot be resolved through local
—
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bills or handled on the county level. He expressed concerns about lost revenues and hope that future
funding will be made directly to municipalities rather than through counties; trying to reduce pressure on
property taxpayers by expanding other methods of revenue and providing flexibility; ensuring state
funding for mandated benefits; transportation and public transit issues (including S-Line commuter rail
and “last mile” transportation); broadband (a critical issue throughout the nation now, with people working
and students learning remotely during the COVID-19 pandemic); water and sewer infrastructure systems;
parks and recreation; racial equity (including improved statewide funding and support for law enforcement
officer training focused on mental health, use of force and dc-escalating situations); legal tools to help
communities deal with abandoned properties and title issues; affordable housing; and adaptive municipal
operations to help extend the notification timeline for changes to sales tax revenue disbursements (to
prevent an immediate change like when the County changed to an ad valorem distribution back in 2013
and the City lost about $250,000). Mayor Mann thanked Council Member Gaskins for serving as the
City’s representative with the League.
Legislative Updates Representative Sauls and Senator Burgin
North Carolina State Senator Burgin stated that a COVID-19 bill had been approved by the Senate
and gone to the House, including broadband expansion. A back-to-school bill was presented today but
with objections to the third reading, it will be addressed again next week. He referenced Council Member
Gaskins presentation on municipalities’ priorities, noting that he went through a similar list recently with
the Association of County Commissioners, and at the Lee County Commissioners’ recent retreat.
Regarding annexation issues between the City and County, he stated that they are working on it and both
are dedicated to everyone working together with good communication. Regarding the disbursement of
funds under the CARES Act (Coronavims Aid, Relief and Economic Security), he suggested the prior
method of going through counties had some issues and the next round of disbursements will be directed
to entities. He encouraged staff to contact him if we have any needs on environmental issues. He
acknowledged efforts by the City and 53 Housing Connect, which he has used as a model when speaking
with others about homelessness and connected issues. Regarding infrastructure, he also acknowledged our
efforts that have attracted economic development. He addressed recent proposals to increase the minimum
wage to $ 1 5 an hour and while he has mixed sentiments about it for small businesses, he expressed support
for government employees. Many counties are meeting that threshold and Hamett County has recently
begun addressing disparity issues.
—

Regarding public safety, Senator Burgin stated that he met with another legislator today about a
bill to address Highway Patrol officer pay. Since officers often leave the patrol in the first five years and
earn more working as security guards, a bill will be introduced to raise their base pay and step increases
to ensure they are the highest paid law enforcement agency in the state, and he hopes other agencies will
follow. The legislature is also working on a bill to remove deductibility limits, which won’t cost the state
anything and will save money for limited liability and S corporations. He also wants to revise state income
tax filing penalties, which are currently 1 0 percent for the first day. He would like to see that changed to
two percent for the first month and increased by one percentage point to a maximum of 1 0 percent, and to
make state and local deductions the same as the federal deduction. Another issue is the fact that Payroll
Protection Plan funds, which are not taxable by the federal government, are taxed by state government.
He believes the intent of the law was that the funds would not be taxable and expenses would be
deductible. He will be meeting with Department of Transportation (DOT) representatives next week.
Mayor Mann mentioned that our DOT representative, Lisa Mathis, will attend tomorrow’s retreat meeting
and we will have a presentation from Via, a company that provides transportation to municipalities,
including a pilot program for the Town of Wilson. Sen. Burgin stated that some municipalities are using
this type of service to transport people to vaccine sites. Mayor Mann mentioned the S Rail project and the
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fact that Sanford could be a major stop since we have the best maintained railroad tracks to Raleigh, and
the $900,000 engineering grant that had recently been awarded to the project. A program like Via could
help provide “last mile” service opportunities to passengers using the S-Rail and provide transportation to
the Raleigh-Durham area while reducing vehicle traffic.
Sen. Burgin stated that he is Co-Chair of the Health Care and Health Care Appropriations
committees and will be working on the budget for health care. They are working on the opioid abuse crisis,
treatment centers, and mental health issues. They are also having talks with pharmacists and pharmacist
groups about proposals allowing pharmacists to administer long-term injectables for issues relating to
mental health and opioid abuse, and allowing them to write prescriptions for certain medications related
to smoking cessation programs and similar issues. He also serves on committees for Commerce, Insurance,
Transportation, Agriculture, Pensions, the Caucus of County Commissioners, Early Childhood
Development, and the Select Commission on Prison and Prison Safety. He is working with the Department
of Health and Human Services to provide mental health treatment in prisons. They are also working on a
program for changes in the health care system to address infant mortality in our state, which is one of the
worst in the County, particularly in the black community. Almost 50 percent of all babies born in NC are
born on Medicaid and women who have babies under Medicaid can currently stay on the program for only
two months after the baby is born, which has caused many issues. They are going to extend that to one
year and encourage those mothers to find a pathway career.
Council Member Taylor stated that the S3 Housing Connect is developing a summary regarding
issues with homelessness funding distribution due to a challenge with Johnston-Lee-Hamett Community
Action, which represents nine counties in the region. The General Assembly provided a lump sum of $2
million to the NC Coalition to End Homelessness and some areas are larger in size but their programs are
not as robust. There are equity and accountability issues for that funding among the nine entities and we
are funded at a lower level than most of the others. He also asked Sen. Burgin if he had any information
on distribution of yesterday’s $452 million settlement related to the opioid abuse epidemic. Sen. Burgin
agreed to investigate and informed Council that he had recently met with Narcan representatives who
asked him to sponsor a bill requiring doctors to include a prescription for an overdose antidote (Narcan or
similar medication) each time they prescribe an opioid. He expressed mixed feelings about this proposal,
noting that it would increase awareness ofthe dangers but the end users are ofien not the one who receives
the prescription; the antidote is also seen by many as a safety net for abusers. He asked Council for
feedback and Council Member Post stated that he views the proposal as similar to companies wanting
breathalyzers to be installed in vehicles to prevent drunk driving (as a way to make money). He also agreed
that in his experience as a practicing attorney, those receiving the prescription are not the ones overdosing.
Council Member Taylor agreed and noted that here in the “Bible Belt,” people often see providing an
antidote up front as enabling opioid misuse. He also suggested that controlling the environment for
administering antidotes allows authorities to regulate it and track overdoses, ofwhich Lee County had 27
in the first 29 days of January. The Commission on the Opioid Abuse Epidemic is conducting a SWOT
(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) analysis and Mr. Taylor offered to provide it to the
representatives since it identifies priorities that could be useful for funding at the state level to help
implement local programs. Sen. Burgin stated that he hopes to increase funding for drug treatment and
noted that housing is a related problem. He informed Council that it is a proven fact that short-term
treatments rarely work and addiction professionals have told him that without peer support or life
coaching, drug abuse will continue. He agreed to investigate state funding and share any relevant
information.
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Representative John Sauls informed County that he is serving on the following committees:
Commerce Chair, Ethics Chair, Community College Vice-Chair; UNC Board of Governors Nominating
Committee; Finance, Judiciary and Public Utilities. He stated that starting salary for Highway Patrol
officers was $33,500 back in 2017 when the General Assembly revised that the $44,000 and it had taken
nine years for officers to reach $64,000 but that has been reduced to six years. He also commented on the
critical shortage of correctional officers and low pay scale. He has toured the prison here in Sanford and
commented on staffing shortages. Economic development is also one of his major issues and he
commented how vital it is to everything, including improved transportation and health care. He
commented on the fact that our state revenues were better than anticipated last year and he hopes to secure
funding for Outreach Mission, Bread of Life, Salvation Army and Depot Park Building. His number one
priority this year is approval for pay raises at the community colleges. While the university system and K12 have large lobbies, the community college system is often overlooked and he seeks to rectify that.
Council Member Gaskins (a former professor) commented on the low salary for adjunct professors and
Rep. Sauls agreed to investigate that issue as well. Council Member Williams referenced prior discussions
about programs to recruit youth to the law enforcement, including expanding programs at the community
college level. Mayor Mann questioned whether the Central Carolina Works program could be used to help
recruitment efforts or ifprograms could be instituted or expanded at CCCC and other community colleges
to help with the effort, particularly filling the gap between high school graduation and the minimum age
requirement to serve (20.5 years of age). Representative Sauls and Senator Burgin both agreed these are
great ideas and suggested there may be some funding. Senator Burgin also commented on the anticipated
nursing shortage. Most community colleges have nursing programs but he is proposing that they all offer
them. Representative Sauls stated that he just today learned of a proposal requiring that all nurses have
Masters’ degrees, which he found surprising in light ofthe looming shortage.
Mayor Mann thanked Senator Burgin and Representative Sauls for attending the retreat and invited
them to stay for dinner.
RECESS
Council Member Post made the motion to recess the meeting until Friday, February 5, at 9:00 a.m.
at the Dennis A. Wicker Civic Center. The motion was seconded by Mayor Pro Tem Buckels and carried
unanimously.
Respectfully Submitted,

T.CHE MANNM

CLERK
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